
RINO of the Month August 2023

August's RINO of the Month Award goes to none other than 
Wyoming Governor Mark Gordon. Last month, our governor 
entered into a Green New Deal agreement with radical Colorado 
Governor Jared Polis, and had the audacity to brag about it. 


They say you can tell a lot about a person by the company they 
keep. Governor Polis is lauded by the Left for signing into law some 
of the nations most radical abortion measures and has fought to 
make Colorado a "sanctuary state" for the mutilation of children 
under the Orwellian guise of "gender affirming care”. He is also 
dedicated to destroying Colorado’s and now Wyoming’s oil and 

gas industries. This year Governor Polis signed into law a series 
of bills aimed at the untenable goal of reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions by 100% by 2050. 


It seems that Governor Gordon has taken quite a liking to Governor Polis. Speaking 
over the past few months on Bill Gates' manufactured "climate crisis”, Governor Gordon stated his plans to make 
Wyoming "carbon negative” whatever that means. Maybe he'll give up all his precious rides on the state plane if he's 
truly concerned about his carbon footprint. 


Not only is Governor Gordon wedded to the Left wing climate cult, he also believes that protecting women's sports 
and spaces is “draconian". He refused to sign into law Wyoming Republican Party Platform priorities like a ban on 
crossover voting and legislation aimed at protecting life from conception. 


If it looks like a RINO and sounds like a RINO and acts like a RINO, it's probably a RINO. 


What is a RINO? A Republican in Name Only

Have you as a loyal Republican, gone to the polls year after year, voting for candidates with an “R” beside their name, 
trusting they would legislate and vote like a Republican but only to be disappointed?

Don’t feel bad – so have we.

The time is long overdue to hold politicians accountable for big government, big regulation, big taxation laws – values that 
the Republican party does NOT support.

This is the primary reason WyoRINO.com was created – to expose liberal Wyoming Republicans who violate our 
Wyoming Republican values.

DISCLAIMER:  Ride for the Brand, Wyoming is not affiliated with any other person, organization, political party or publication and does not 
speak for anyone but itself.  The views and opinions expressed herein are those of Ride for the Brand, Wyoming only, and do not represent the 
view, opinion, official policy or position of any other person, organization, political party or publication whatsoever with which its members 
have been, are now, or will be affiliated with in the future.
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